
‘As with all things in life, the only constant is change. And nowhere is that more 
obvious than in the mercurial automotive sector, it simply must embrace innovation 
consistently,’ says Richard Webb
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The ethos behind a successful design can be all about aesthetics 
or it can be about art. Sometimes it’s both. My recent journeys 
to Munich and Lake Como culminated in me getting a glimpse 

of the history and future of the designs of mobility. It seems we are 
in for a bit of a treat in the combination of both of those ethos.

This year is BMW’s 100th anniversary and to get into the spirit, I 
celebrated this milestone with a visit to the BMW Museum in 
Munich for a look at their 100 Masterpieces exhibition. I wanted to 
see if the last century has any relevance to the next century in terms 
of how mobility was and possibly get a glimpse of where it will be 
heading for the likes of you and me.

One hundred masterpieces from 1916 to the present day were 
selected to represent the company in various epochs. The ability to 
ponder the vehicles, the aircraft engines, the achievements and the 
milestones in motor racing made for a very special experience. This 
exhibition was much more than just a celebration of the output of a 
successful manufacturer though.

It spoke directly to the development of mobility, as we know it today, 
with all its ups and downs, innovations and courageous choices. 
Steve Jobs once said, ‘You can’t connect the dots looking forward; 
you can only connect them looking backwards. So you have to trust 
that the dots will somehow connect in your future.’ It was then time 
to head 400km south-west to the impossibly stylish Lake Como in 
Italy and the Concorso d’Eleganza, held annually at Villa d’Este, to

find clues as to whether the dots for the future of motoring will line 
up in the next century. 

It’s here on the banks of the super-swanky Lake Como where the 
world’s most jaw-droppingly beautiful, silly-money collector’s cars 
are shown at the annually, along with the concept cars that could be 
pointing the way to the future.

I first met with BMW Group Senior Vice President: BMW Design, 
Adrian van Hooydonk, to find out how concept cars could tackle key 
trends like connectivity, autonomous driving and hyper-efficiency in 
the future. After all, design isn’t just how something looks and feels; 
it’s also about how it works. “With Vision Next 100, our objective 
is to develop a future scenario that people want to engage with. 
Technology in the next five years will make even bigger leaps than 
those seen in the last 20 years,” says van Hooydonk. 

He believes successful technology will be as intuitive as possible, 
so that the future relationships between machines, humans and 
their mutual surroundings will be seamless. “Vision Next 100 shows 
how we intend to shape this future, by showing how driverless 
technology might work alongside a manual driving experience,” 
he says. ‘We’ve focused our efforts on the interior, so that it fits 
the occupants like a glove. The car can become autonomous or 
hands-on at a stroke. Ease mode is the fully autonomous mode, 
transforming the car into a relaxing space, while Boost mode puts 
the driver in control – but keeps them informed at all times.’  >

‘Vision Next 100 shows how we 
intend to shape this future, by 
showing how driverless technology 
might work alongside a manual 
driving experience’ - Adrian van 
Hooydonk, Senior Vice President 
BMW Group Design.

BRAVE NEW WORLD
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I then met up with the Head of BMW Design, Karim Habib, to ask 
what the key messages are from the company’s latest concept, 
launched at the Concorso this year. ‘The 2002 Hommage celebrates 
50 years of the 2002 turbo, which sat at the top of the range at the 
time and was the first series-produced car anywhere in Europe to 
sport turbo technology’.

‘The BMW 2002 Hommage is our way of raising a glass to all these 
achievements,’ says Habib. Since the 2002 Hommage is built using 
the already in production M2 platform, I speculate we’ll see this car 
reach very limited numbers, and they’ll all be snapped up before 
they ever reach a dealer. 

As is the tradition, the priceless selection of historic cars competed 
for coveted trophies. Public visitors chose the winner of the ‘Coppa 
d’Oro Villa d’Este, however, the Trofeo BMW Group Best of Show, 
was chosen by expert judges. This year, the Coppa d’Oro went to 
a 1933 Lancia Astura Series II that captivated spectators with its 
flawless and spectacular styling and fascinating history. The famous 

Castagna of Milan created this car’s coachwork – by instruction of 
Benito Mussolini’s son, Vittoria – 18 months after it was first registered. 
Then there was the 1954 Maserati A6 GSC, owned by Timm Bergold 
– a resident of Monaco – that won the Trofeo BMW Group Best 
of Show. ‘I am overwhelmed to have won this prize,” he told me. 
“As a boy, this Maserati was my dream car.’ Interestingly this was 
the actual vehicle that was first presented at the Paris Motor Show 
and also had lined up for the start of the Mille Miglia in May 1955. 

Although we know that history matters and that it can be absorbing 
and fascinating, I can’t help but wonder if we are about to witness 
some of the most extraordinary leaps and bounds ever seen around 
the concept of personal mobility as van Hooydonk had predicted. 
At a time when we are increasingly seeking access to mobility, rather 
than ownership, and with the intrusion of Google and Apple into 
the mobility sector, we may well see vehicles become as much an 
interactive platform as a means of mobility. It’s a brave new world, 
and concept cars are again showing us the dots and the ways to the 
future, as they always have done.

BMW 328 Hommage concept car at Concorso d’Eleganza


